
 

In accordance with Organic Law 15/1999, of 13 December, on Personal Data 

Protection (LOPD) and the Information Society and e-Commerce Services Act (Act 

34/2002), the interested party is hereby informed that your personal data will be stored 

in a file held by VIAJES GTI GRUPO TURÍSTICO INTERNACIONAL, S.A. for the purposes of 

managing your subscription and sending you newsletters for the hotels belonging to the 

Bahía-Príncipe brand. You may exercise your rights to access, correct, cancel or 

oppose the use of said data by sending a written letter to VIAJES GTI GRUPO TURÍSTICO 

INTERNACIONAL, S.A. along with a photocopy of your DNI (National ID document) to 

the following address: Plaza Mediterráneo 5, 07014 Palma de Mallorca (Balearic 

Islands). If you would like to opt out of receiving the newsletter or revoke your previously 

given consent, you may send an email to baja@bahiaprincipe.com with the subject 

line "UNSUBSCRIBE".  

 In addition to the foregoing, in accordance with the LOPD and Act 34/2002, of 11 July, 

the interested party is hereby informed that if your authorise us by marking the 

corresponding box, your data will be stored in a file held by MANAGEMENT HOTELERO 

PIÑERO, S.L. for the purposes of analysing your consumption profile and for sending you, 

via email or another equivalent means of electronic communication, advertising and 

commercial communications for products and services from the PIÑERO GROUP's 

companies (http://www.grupo-pinero.com/empresasdelgrupopinero) that are 

dedicated to activities centred on recreation, tourism, hotel accommodation, 

transport, trips, restaurants, excursions and/or the sale and promotion of timeshare 

properties. The interested party may exercise their rights to access, correct, cancel or 

oppose this use by sending a written letter to Plaza Mediterráneo 5, Palma de Mallorca 

07014. The interested party may revoke their previously given consent or opt out of 

receiving publicity via email or another equivalent means of electronic communication 

from the aforementioned group of companies by sending an email to MANAGEMENT 

HOTELERO PIÑERO, S.L. addressed to baja@grupo-pinero.com.  

The interested party is hereby informed and accepts that requesting to be excluded 

from receiving commercial communications from any of the aforementioned 

companies implies their consent to inform the other company of their request and 

provide it with the minimum data necessary for the sole purpose of also excluding them 

correctly and ceasing commercial communications from both companies. 
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